
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the author...... 
Through my own healing and my own experiences of using most modalities, I have found 
the one thing missing in most of the modalities we use as medicine; is "US." Meaning, the 
power we have to heal ourselves. There is a deeper self in all of us that I call the Body 
Within. I want to help you use all forms of medicine as a tool but not the answer to your 
health. This will help you become the facilitator of your own destiny. As you learn how 
much control you have over your present day health, you will begin to learn how much 
control you have over your future health as well. In The Body Within, I want to share the 
knowledge of how you choose to live life now not only effects your current health, but also 
as you age and ultimately how you pass. 
  

Our review...... 
In a genre that quite often seems to lack substance it’s often difficult to discern the wheat 
from the chaff when seeking genuine pearls of wisdom. Fortunately, The Body Within by 
author Marie Knoetig proves something of a gem. Knoetig’s not an author to persuade her 
readers with undue complexity or make outlandish claims, she has a practical approach to 
holistic health practices which she imparts in clear and concise prose which are easy to 
visualize and follow. She shares many examples where her unique approach has resulted 
in better health for her clients and of particular note are the exercises she takes her readers 
through. They are simply described and easy to understand, focusing on the internal 
mechanisms within the body that are often overlooked in pursuit of better health and a more 
vigorous outlook on life in general. The premise behind her book may not be new, but 
under Knoetig’s able and knowledgeable tutelage, both concept and execution are easy to 
relate to and incorporate in our daily regimes. 



  
An insightful read that adds to the growing awareness and validity of self-healing practices, 
The Body Within is definitely deserving of a place on your bookshelf 
 


